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Abstract—The design and construction of an autonomous
racing platform is described. For the mechanical design of the
vehicle, an electric remote control chassis is used as a starting
point and retrofitted to include a suite of sensors. The robot has
a set of processors that run estimation, control and planning
algorithms. An algorithm is used to correlate LIDAR and vision
information to accurately find pylons and other obstacles around
the robot. A trajectory planning algorithm based on generating
Voronoi graphs that center the vehicle around the detected pylons
is implemented for circuit race scenarios. For drag race situations
a simpler and faster algorithm is used to calculate a straight
path from the pylon map. Proportional and integral (PI) velocity
control and non-linear trajectory tracking are used to smoothly
traverse planned trajectories.

I. I NTRODUCTION

After over 20 years of research and design, autonomous
systems are poised to be applied to a wide variety of industries
and markets. The International Autonomous Robot Racing
Challenge (IARRC) is organized for universities and robotics
communities to compete with the purpose of promoting further
research on autonomous automotive technologies.

This report presents the autonomous vehicle created by the
University of Waterloo Autonomous Racing (UWAR) Team
for the 2010 IARRC. It describes the electrical and mechanical
design of the vehicle, the sensors and processors selected,
and the software architecture and algorithms used to perform
autonomous operations.

Vehicle Name: Paleontological research indicates that
Megalodon is among the largest and most powerful fishes
that ever existed. Characterized by high-speed swimming
capabilities, capable of employing complex hunting strategies,
and advanced navigation capabilities. UWAR’s vehicle for the
2010 IARRC is named after this creature since the vehicle
is not only large in size, but is also equipped with a large
and varied suite of instrumentation that paired with advanced
algorithms allow it to sense the environment and navigate
quickly.

II. PLATFORM DESIGN

A. Platform Overview

The sensor network outline for the system is shown in
Figure 1 with the functions briefly described in Table I.

In order to sense the environment the vehicle uses two
Logitech WebCam Pro 9000 Cameras and Hokuyo UTM-
30LX scanning range finder. These cameras are chosen as they
are the most cost-effective solution and are commonly used
in computer vision. The range finder was chosen because of

Fig. 1. Sensor network for the system. Cross-referenced in Table I

its large range (30 meters) and capability of operation out-
doors. Other range finders typically fail in outdoor scenarios
especially in situations of heavy sunlight. Preliminary testing
of this range finder proved that it worked effectively in such
conditions.

The vehicle is capable of positioning itself by using wheel
mounted rotary encoders, Novatel OEMV3G GPS and an iner-
tial navigation system (INS). The information collected by this
instrumentation is processed by two Phillips NXP LPC2148
microcontrollers and a Samsung SENS Q45 laptop with a
2.1GHz dual core processor using a variety of algorithms. A
motor controller connected to a Neu-Castle 2200KV electric
motor is used to drive the vehicle.

B. Electro-Mechanical Design

The starting point for the vehicle is a Traxxas E-MAXX
chassis which is a 1/10 scale 4WD monster truck. The advan-
tages of this chassis with respect to others are:

• Wide wheel track- Required for stability during steering
given the shift in center of gravity due to the additional

TABLE I
SENSORNETWORK.

# Sensor Type Function
1 Novatel OEM-V3G GPS

receiver & antenna
GPS Global localization

2 Logitech WebCam Pro
9000

Camera Computer vision (object
detection)

3 USD-E4P-OEM Optical
encoder

Position, speed estimation
and localization

4 Autopilot Board INS Acceleration, orientation,
heading estimation and lo-
calization

5 Hokuyo UTM-30LX LIDAR Obstacle range sensing
and localization
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components added.
• Four Wheel Drive- Avoid wheel slippage and greater

traction in off road conditions.
• Customizable- Despite being a finished vehicle it allows

for easy modifications.
Several modifications are made to the original chassis. These
are:

• Stiffer suspension installed to account for the extra weight
added to the chassis.

• Adding of a two-speed gearbox. Low gearing allows
for better low-speed control while high gearing provides
higher speeds.

• Installation of wheel mounted encoders.
• Addition of an aluminium frame that supports laptop,

controllers, and sensors.
• Creating a new body that fits the new chassis design.

The springs and the gearbox are purchased components but
installed by UWAR team members.

The wheel mounted encoders are designed and assembled
by UWAR team members and machined at the University of
Waterloo (UW) machine shop. The encoder mount assemblies
are attached inside the two back wheels by mounting the
assembly on the wheel axes. The encoder mount works by
pressing O-rings (shown in red in Figure 2) onto the inside
of the vehicle wheel. The O-rings rotate as the vehicle wheel
rotates and in turn cause the encoder shaft to rotate.

The aluminium frame and additional supports required for
the controller units and instrumentation are designed by team
members and manufactured by UWAR team members.

The new vehicle body is also manufactured at the University
of Waterloo. The mould is created using proprietary tool
path planning algorithms and CNC machining methodologies
developed at the Surface Machining Lab at the UW [1]. Using
the mould, the body is created using carbon fibre.

Solidworks 2009 is used to create the computer aided design
(CAD) models of all the designed parts. A rendered image of
the CAD model of the entire vehicle is shown in Figure 3.

Safety: During the design process of the vehicle, safety
of the vehicle, its components and the safety of people
was taken into account. The vehicle is equipped with two
emergency stops. The first one is a mechanical emergency
stop located on the center rear of the vehicle. The second
is a wireless emergency switch with an operational range
of 200 meters. Activation of any of the buttons brings the
vehicle to a safe stop. The instrumentation in the vehicle is

Fig. 2. Rendered image of CAD mounted encoder assembly.

Fig. 3. Rendered image of CAD model of the vehicle.

enclosed when possible to maintain its integrity in the case of a
collision. Furthermore, the carbon fibre body custom-designed
for this vehicle is reinforced with a steel wire mesh to provide
additional support and protection.

Reliability: The vehicle was tested under different scenarios
to ensure proper operation during the competition. Sensing of
the environment is possible due to the range finder and the
cameras. These instruments can work together or individually
to provide information of the vehicle surroundings. As for
positioning, the wheel mounted encoders and the GPS unit
provide velocity and position control. All of the sensor infor-
mation is fed through Kalman Filters wherever possible (and
computationally feasible) to ensure automatic management of
robust sensor estimates.

Durability: The vehicle has been designed to operate un-
der extreme conditions such as off-road driving or in rainy
conditions. The critical components in the mechanical design
of the chassis were tested using finite elements analysis to
avoid failure of the components. The lowest safety factor in
the vehicle is 4.25. The carbon fibre body provides protection
to the electronics in case of rainy conditions. A computational
fluid dynamic study of the body was performed to ensure
smooth air flow around the vehicle in the case of windy
conditions. The steps taken during the design process make
the vehicle very rugged and durable.

III. H ARDWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN

A. Processor Framework

The processing is distributed amongst two microcontroller
units (MCU) and the main processor. The main MCU is
responsible for quadrature decoding and the actuation of the
steering and throttle for the platform. Heading and Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) data management is offloaded to the
autpilot MCU. The main processor performs all of the higher-
level processing, such as object detection, state estimation,
localization and trajectory planning/control.

B. Electrical Sub-systems

1) Power: The electrical system on the vehicle consists of
modules for vehicle and instrumentation power. The vehicle
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is powered by two 5000 mAH LiPo batteries, capable of 25C
continuous/ 35C peak current discharge. The brushless motor
controller on the vehicle has a maximum current rating of
120A peak, which could occur under heavy accelerations. A
35C discharge rate for this battery provides 175A of current,
thus these batteries should provide more than sufficient current
to drive the vehicle under heavy load.

The instrumentation is powered from two 3300 mAH Ni-
MH batteries in series, providing 14.4V. Two switching regula-
tors were built by team UWAR to regulate the battery voltage
to 12V and 5V. Switch mode power supplies were built due to
their significantly higher efficiency compared to linear power
regulators. The 12V supply is used to power the LIDAR, while
the 5V supply is used to power the MCU board and GPS
receiver. The Autopilot system has its own power management
and battery system on-board.

The battery harnesses are designed with inherent quick-
swap capabilities. Based on current draw calculations and
hardware testing, the whole system is expected to run for 30-
60 mins.

2) MCU Boards: The main MCU board was built by
team UWAR specifically for this competition. The onboard
LPC2148 microcontroller, features an ARM7 core running at
60MHz. The firmware handles commands from the laptop
to operate the vehicle steering and throttle/brake commands.
Steering and throttle commands are provided to the brushless
controller and servo motors via a standard 50Hz PWM signal.

Communication to the laptop is performed via a serial
UART port. A custom 7 byte serial protocol with a 16 bit CRC
checksum is utilized. The MCU is also responsible for the
closed-loop velocity controller. Velocity feedback is provided
from two optical encoders mounted to the hubs of the two
rear wheels. Each encoder is connected to an LS7166 24 bit
quadrature decoder, which is interfaced via an 8-bit parallel
bus to the MCU. The quadrature decoding was offloaded to
the LS7166 chips to allow for high speed operation, and to
free up computational resources on the MCU.

The Autopilot board also has an LPC2148 Microcontroller
on a custom-designed PCB integrates together this MCU and
an Analog Devices IMU. The MCU is able to handle all
processing related to INS estimation and is interfaced to the
main computer through a serial UART port.

IV. PERCEPTION ANDCONTROL

A. Software Architecture

The system architecture described in [2] is used as a base
model for the platform’s software architecture. The model
is divided into low-level and high-level nodes. The low-
level nodes are responsible for obtaining sensor data and
interfacing with the microcontroller while the high-level nodes
are responsible for the higher level object detection, state
estimate and path planning. Message passing between the two
groups is done through a message broker using a publish-
subscribe paradigm. Additional information that the high-level
nodes needs are stored in a blackboard mechanism [2]. The
architecture is shown in Figure 4.

The general flow outline of the system architecture is as
follows:

Fig. 4. Software architecture for the UWAR robot racing platform.

1) Odometry and environment information is retrieved from
the sensors and microcontroller using the low-level
nodes and then published to the message broker

2) The message broker passes the information to the sub-
scribing high-level nodes

3) The high-level nodes use the subscribed information
while interacting with the blackboard to perform state
estimation, localization, mapping, path and trajectory
planning

4) The navigation node uses the trajectory to publish com-
mands to the low-level node which sends the command
to the microcontroller to control the racing platform

The main advantages for using a publish-subscribe paradigm
are that the nodes are encapsulated and will send and receive
data when it is available. A disadvantage is that the message
passing is asynchronous and can affect performance of the
high-level nodes. For example, the state estimation node
update rate will only be as high as the rate of the slowest
sensor that it subscribed to, whereas it can be more beneficial
to update the state at a faster rate using a sufficient amount of
sensor data and continue using old data until it is updated in
the next iteration. It is reasoned that the blackboard mechanism
is useful for the high-level nodes since it can be used to
provide data to the processes when queried rather than waiting
for the next update to be published. This ensures a synchronous
execution of high-level nodes and increase overall update rate,
therefore providing a smoother execution and data flow. The
downside are the additional errors caused by using previous
data, though the errors are small due to the high update rates
of the nodes and sensors.

Robot Operating System(ROS) is used to implement the
system architecture. ROS is a meta-operating system designed
specifically for robotics applications and thus is a useful base
tool for programming the racing platform. In the context of
the architecture, ROS provides abstraction for the message
creation and passing, service queries and updates, node con-
struction and linking, and sensor communication. This allows
the primary focus for the software implementation to be on
the higher-level processes.

B. Perception and Planning

The low-level systems use robust and computationally in-
expensive algorithms to fuse some of the available data and
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provide effective control over the throttle of the vehicle. The
other actuators of the platform (steering) are directly controlled
by the high level trajectory systems.

1) Attitude Estimation: As defined by the sensor network,
the attitude estimation is carried out by a separate autonomous
system that comprises of an IMU, a processor and relevant
systems for communication. The information is used to gen-
erate a better estimate of the position of the robot for the
circuit and drag race scenarios. The estimate of the attitude
is generated by filtering together yaw rates and magnetometer
readings from the IMU using an extended Kalman filter. The
filter is an euler-angle realization as described below,

The state of the system is the roll, pitch and yaw of the body
namelyφ(x1), θ(x2), ψ(x1) and the inputs to the motion model
are the yaw rates about the three axis namelyωx(u1), ωy(u2),
ωz(u3). As per the rate rotations discretized using backwards
difference, the motion model is as follows,
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1, implies the Cosine of the state x2 in the previous time
step.

The magnetometers provide an independent measurement
of the heading (in all three directions,yx, yy, yz). The mea-
surement model is linear, as follows
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2) Object Detection: The primary objective of the object
detection algorithms is to detect pylons, stop signs, and traffic
lights. This information can then be used to plan and control
trajectories.

The vision system identifies objects first by colour, then
by size, and finally by shape. Every image captured from the
video cameras is first converted to the HSV (Hue, Saturation,
Value) colour space. The image is thresholded loosely in
the saturation and value channels to eliminate pure black
and white pixels for which colour information is unreliable,
and narrowly in the hue space using three separate filters to
select red, green, and orange pixels. These regions of the
image are possible red lights and stop signs, green lights, or
pylons. The red and green masked images are processed using
morphological operations to remove noise, and are analysed
to detect connected components representing objects within
the image. Very small and very large objects are ignored,
since the apparent size of the stop sign and traffic light are
approximately known for the distance at which the robot
must stop. Hu moment descriptors of octagons and circles are
implemented in OpenCV [3] to determine which objects are
stop signs and traffic lights - octagon-like objects being stop
signs and circle-like objects being traffic lights.

In order to detect pylons team UWAR utilizes a hybrid
scheme with the LIDAR and vision system. At every time-step,
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Fig. 5. Results of LIDAR Peak Detect

a peak detect algorithm is run on the scan data to detect local
minima and maxima. This can be seen in Figure 5. The local
minima correspond to pylons or other small objects within
the LIDAR scan. In order to differentiate between a pylon
and another object, the local minima of the peak detect are
cross-checked with a vision system.

Given a set of object points in the laser plane that are
believed to be pylons, the vision system determines if the
object is orange. This is achieved by mapping between 3D
object points and 2D pixel locations for each camera. The
video cameras can be modelled as perspective cameras, that
is:

u = PX
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whereu = (u, v, 1) are the homogeneous co-ordinates of a
pixel in the image plane,X = (X,Y, Z, 1) are the homoge-
neous co-ordinates of a 3D point, and the camera matrixP

can be decomposed into its camera intrinsicsK, representing
focal length and other imaging parameters, and its extrinsics
R andc, representing the camera’s rotation and the location
of its center. The cameras are calibrated off-line to determine
K in advance.R andc are determined by assuming a world
co-ordinate system centred on the LIDAR, and measuring the
camera locations and orientations with respect to the LIDAR.
In this wayP is determined for each camera, and any points
generated by the LIDAR will project to known locations in
the images. To allow for vibration or small calibration errors,
a region around the calculated pixel is checked.

3) Planning Strategies for Drag Race Scenarios: The drag
racing part of the competition requires robots to race against
each other on a 30m straight path bounded by pylons. The
criteria for the drag racing strategy for the platform is:

• The platform must be navigating towards the goal line at
the maximum possible speed

• The platform must avoid collision with the competing
racer and pylons

In order to create a robust drag racing strategy, team
UWAR combines many of it’s on board instrumentation using
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an extended Kalman filter, in a way to provide the best
estimate of the vehicle’s heading and cross-track error. The
vehicle’s cross-track and heading error are then fed into a
non-linear tracking controller (described in a later section) to
generate appropriate steering commands. A brief overview of
the algorithm is given as follows:

1) An initial state prior is assumed to be known with the
vehicle’s cross-track error and heading error at the start
of the race.

2) Using thebicycle steering model, the motion of the robot
is propagated one time-step forward. This propagation
is used to generate a predicted cross track error using
simple trigonometry (see filter motion model below).

3) Using peak detection or clustering algorithms based
on the LIDAR scan potential pylons are detected and
confirmed them using image data.

4) Ignore pylons on either the left or right side of the robot,
depending which side of the track the robot is driving
on.

5) Sort the detected pylons based on distance perpendicular
to the vehicle’s axis.

6) Let P be a set of pylons. Add the first two sorted pylons
to this set. Iterate through all of the pylons and add
pylons to setP that have a similar slope to these first
two.

7) Using the pylons in setP, calculate a line of best fit
using the least squares method.

8) Use this regression line to calculate a measurement of
the robot’s heading and cross-track error.

9) Obtain additional independent measurements of heading
error from the IMU system, as well as the differential
wheel encoders.

10) Using the independent measurements of the vehicle’s
cross track and heading error, construct a measurement
model (see filter below) and perform an update to the
estimated cross-track and heading error from step 2.

11) Using the best estimate of the cross-track and heading
error, generate appropriate steering inputs using the non-
linear steering controller.

For the filter design, the inputs to the motion model are
the velocity of the car (controlled internally using encoders)
and the steering angle (set by the trajectory controller) namely
V (u1) andδ(u2) respectively. The states being observed and
controlled are the cross track error(x1) and heading(x2) of the
system. As such the motion model is,
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With the system described in the list above, an independent
measurement of the cross-track error (yct) and heading (yθct)
are generated along with the heading measurements provided
by the IMU system (yθIMU ) and differential encoder system
(yθENC) . The measurement model based on this is,
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Note that in the above measurement modelyθENC is
a measure of the heading difference cause by differential
velocities in the vehicle i.e.

yθENC = θt−1 + dt(ω)

ω =
rω1 − rω2

2L

Whereω1 andω2 are the two encoder velocity readings and
L is the vehicle track width.

4) Planning Strategies for Circuit Racing Scenarios: The
circuit racing part of the competition requires up to four robots
to race against each other a complex circuit obstacle course.
The criteria for the circuit racing strategy for the platform is

The platform:

1) must not collide with pylons, other obstacles, or other
vehicles, as outlined by the IARRC rules

2) must stop at all traffic lights and stop signs
3) complete the circuit in the shortest amount of time

possible
4) path planning must be robust without vehicle localiza-

tion, in the case where the competition is moved inside
and GPS is unavailable

The circuit race strategy utilizes the object detection algo-
rithms to determine the location of the pylons at each time
step (15Hz), then adjust the velocity and steering. To do this,
a Voronoi decomposition is performed on the detected pylons.
Voronoi decomposition will divide the space into cells such
that each cell edge is the perpendicular bisector of a pair of
points. This will result in vertices where the cell edges meet.
The Voronoi vertices which are too close to a pylon (within
40 cm) are filtered out. The Voronoi diagram with the filtered
Voronoi vertices can be seen in Figure 6. The vehicle is located
at (0,0).

From the figure, it is seen that the Voronoi decomposition
provides a set of points which are for the most part centered
between the track. This can be utilized to find the ’safest’
path for the vehicle to travel (i.e a path which is the farthest
away from the detected pylons as possible). To do this, the
Voronoi points must be connected in such a way that the path
is traversable and collision free.

In order to create a collision free path, the filtered Voronoi
points are connected using a graph. Starting at the robot
position, (0,0), Voronoi points are connected to create edges.

Fig. 6. Voronoi Diagram
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Edges are rejected based on a collision check, which ensures
that any connected edge has a perpendicular distance that is
at least 40 cm away from a pylon. In this way we prevent
the vehicle from coming too close to a pylon during a turning
maneuver. Edges which are longer than 2m are also rejected to
prevent connecting Voronoi points which are not useful such
as those outside of the pylon boundaries. If an edge passes
these checks, it is added to the graph, and the lowest cost
path back to the start node is recorded.

Once all of the edges have been connected, the node which
is the farthest away from the vehicle is selected as the goal
point for this time-step. The lowest cost path previously stored
is used as the vehicle’s desired trajectory. This can be seen in
Figure 7. The cross-track and heading error to the desired
path are then calculated and fed into the non-linear controller
to determine appropriate steering actions. Desired velocity is
calculated by approximating the curvature of the path and
setting the velocity based on this curvature, and the distance
of the planned path. In this way, higher velocities are set for
paths for which the vehicle can see far ahead, and are relatively
straight.

In order to ensure traversability, it is assumed that the
maximum track turning radius is always greater than 1m, as
described in the IARRC rules. Since the Voronoi decomposi-
tion provides a path which is more or less centered within the
track, the path should be traversable given that the minimum
turning radius of the vehicle is approximately 68 cm.

Obstacle Avoidance
In the circuit race, the main dynamic obstacle to avoid is

another vehicle. In order to take other vehicles into account,
the peak detection and object detection algorithm is slightly
modified. If the LIDAR and Vision based object detection
detects an object which isnt a pylon, but is at least 3m away
from the vehicle, additional object points are fed into the
Voronoi decomposition. This will attempt to find a path which
does not collide with that obstacle. Furthermore, if there is
an adequate gap of approximatley 1m, the path planner will
attempt to plan a path around the vehicle. This can be seen in
Figure 8.

As seen in Figure 8, the vehicle planned a safe path around
the obstacle. However, trials will have to be performed to
determine the best distance at which to react to an obstacle,
and decisions on whether or not to attempt to pass the obstacle.
This is because no assumption can be made about another

Fig. 7. Voronoi Diagram with Connected Graph

Fig. 8. Voronoi Results with Obstacles

vehicle in terms of its planned trajectory, as other vehicles
may move very erratically. Thus, attempting to pass is a risky
maneuver. In the case where we do not wish to pass another
vehicle, the planner will only plan a path up to 50cm away
from the other vehicle, and stay behind it until there is a clear
opportunity to safely pass (i.e. on the center islands).

Complex Features
Complex features such as hairpin turns (switch backs), and

center islands are dealt with in a very generic manner. A
switchback or hairpin turn is seen as a very low radius turn
and the planner will plan a path which is centered between the
track. Since the guaranteed turning radius of a turn is always
greater than 1m, the vehicle will be able to traverse it. A
MATLAB simulation of the vehicle traversing a hairpin turn
/ switchback is seen in Figure 9

A center island obstacle will create a connected graph that
splits around the center island. In the case where there is a
vehicle down one branch, the planner, by virtue of its design,
will select the other path since it provides the path to the
farthest unexplored region from the vehicle. This provides an
opportunity for passing.

In the case where there is no other vehicle in the center
island, the planner will take the lowest cost path around the
center island. A simulation of this can be seen in Figure 10.
Since the planner always attempts to travel to the farthest
unexplored region, the vehicle will never continuously loop
around a center island obstacle.

Mission Planning
The circuit presents the system with the most challenges

of the competition. While the robot traverses complex racing

Fig. 9. Voronoi Results with Hairpin Turns
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Fig. 10. Voronoi Results with Center Islands

features, it also needs to keep track of upcoming stop signs,
traffic lights and other dynamics obstacles. To track laps,
upcoming features and the progress of the robot through the
track, a map based on a coarse occupancy grid is implemented.
The system uses a simple kalman filter to track the position of
the system (filtering together GPS readings, encoder velocity
values and autopilot heading).

An occupancy grid using a grid size of 3m x 3m is
implemented. As the robot traverses its first lap, it does so
at a much lower velocity, but as it recognizes features it
records them onto the occupancy grid. Also, in the first lap the
vision system responsible for identifying stop signs and traffic
lights is constantly active. The robot recognizes deep turns by
measuring the curvature of the Voronoi paths deduced from
the trajectory planning step. On the subsequent laps, the robot
is able to drive much faster while keeping track of which grid
sector it is. If it approaches a sector that it has recognized as
having a special feature it will be respond accordingly. Also,
this will allow the robot to run the computationally intensive
sign detecting vision algorithm only when it believes it is in
a sector that has an important sign to be detected.

Furthermore, although the IARRC rules state that there will
be no dead ends or traps on the track, the vehicle can correct
for these from a higher level mission planning layer. If the
vehicle finds itself with no traversable path, it locates the
sector on the mission planning grid where a fork in the road
occurred. It then travels back to that point, and chooses a
different path other than the one it traversed previously. It
does so by traversing back to previous sectors until it can find
a clear path through.

C. Trajectory and Velocity Control

1) Velocity Controller: Feedback controlled velocity is im-
portant to the overall performance of the vehicle because it
provides robust throttle performance around the tracks various
features (ramps, deep turns etc.). The system gets velocity
feedback using the encoders and mounts described before.
Based on this feedback a PI controller is implemented on
the system. Derivative action in the controller is deemed
unnecessary however, integral behaviour is essential to ensure
correct steady state velocities.

A Discretized PI controller is designed as follows.It is
known that the Laplace transform of a PI controller is for-
mulated as follows,

U(s)

E(s
= kp +

ki

s

By applying thez-transform and taking the inverse trans-
form (and time shifting) gives the following difference equa-
tion.

u =
2ut−1 + 2kp((et − et−1) + kiTs(et + et−1)

2
;

Note that in the above equations,kp andki are tuned gains,
while Ts is the sample time.

Implementing the above controller shows the simulated
response for sample gains as shown (white noise is added
to the feedback to simulate sensor noise) in Figure 11.

2) Stanley non-linear steering controller: The non-linear
steering controller is the approach first applied by the Stan-
ford University entry into the DARPA Grand Challenge. The
controller essentially utilized two terms in the control law, one
which corrects for heading error, and one which corrects for
cross track error [ref]. The control law is given as follows
(Figure 12),

δ(t) = ψ(t) + arctan(
K ∗ x(t)

V
)

whereψ(t) is the heading error,x(t) is the cross track error, K
is a controller gain andV is the robot velocity. The first part of
the control law steers the robot in order to correct the heading
error, while the second portion of the control law adjusts the
steering angle to allow the vehicle ’s trajectory to converge
with the desired trajectory. It can be shown that the crosstrack
error decays exponentially, regardless of the velocity of the
vehicle [4].

A MATLAB simulation is developed to test the proposed
control strategy on the drag race. The simulation is performed
for a distance of 30 meters, with a vehicle velocity of 16 m/s
and a desired cross-track of 40cm from the right hand side
pylons. The control actions are performed at 20 Hz. Additional
objects are added outside of the track in order to test the
robustness of the peak detection algorithm. In order to account
for degradation of the LIDAR data in an outdoors setting,
Gaussian noise was added to simulated LIDAR scan data, and
the maximum range of the LIDAR was reduced from 30m to
5m. The vehicle was simulated using the simplified bicycle
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Fig. 12. Controller Parameters

steering model and the controller. The results are shown in
Figure 13.

As displayed in Figure 13, the vehicle oscillates violently
before crashing into a pylon. This is most likely due to the
controller over correcting the heading error. At very high
speeds, as will be seen in the drag race scenario, this is
undesirable, thus a damping term is added to the controller
proportional to the velocity of the vehicle.

The control law becomes:

δ(t) =
ψ(t)

(V Kh)
+ atan(

Ks ∗ x

V
)

whereKh is a controller constant andV is the robot velocity.
The simulation is repeated again, this time with the new

controller. The results are seen in Figure 13.

Fig. 13. Modified Controller Results

As seen in Figure 13, the vehicle is able to converge to the
desired cross track with minimal oscillations. This simulation
however, does not take into account realistic vehicle dynamics
and tire slip which occur under heavy accelerations. Thus, the
maximum speed of the vehicle on the drag race will likely be
less than 16m/s, however the team expects the drag race time
to be competitive.

V. CONCLUSION

The electro-mechanical system is tested to be robust and
reliable in a variety of situations. The methods and algorithms
for perception including the various optimal observers are
tested to provide dependable data at fast rates. The drag race
planner and the innovative Voronoi based circuit race planner
is shown to be an effective method to organize the environ-
ment and generate traversable paths. The non-linear trajectory
tracker and the velocity controller ensure the platform is able
to track the given commands given the dynamic limitations

of the system. At of the submission of this report, all these
systems are integrated and are being tested rigorously to ensure
dependable performance on race-day.

Appendix

The University of Waterloo Autonomous Racing (UWAR)
2010 Team competing in the International Autonomous Robot
Racing Challenge is presented in Table V.

TABLE II
UWAR 2010 TEAM

Name Role Hours

Prasenjit Mukherjee Embedded Software 600
B.A.Sc. Controls and Estimation
Mechatronics Eng. Electrical and Instrumentation
Arun Das Trajectory Planning 602
B.A.Sc. Steering Control
Mechatronics Eng. Electrical and Instrumentation
Carlos Wang Software Integration 578
M.A.Sc. Candidate Vision Systems
Mechanical Eng.
Neil Cavan Vision Systems Design 100
M.A.Sc. Candidate
Mechanical Eng.
Gerardo Salas Bolãnos Electro-Mechanical Design 300
M.A.Sc. Team Leader
Mechanical Eng.
Dr. Steven Waslander Academic Advisor
Professor MME
Dr. Sanjeev Bedi Academic Advisor
Professor MME

TABLE III
COST ESTIMATE

Item Actual Cost (CAD) Cost to Team (CAD)

E-Maxx Chassis 650.00 650.00
Hokuyo UTM-30LX 6070.00 Donation Sentek Soln.
Autopilot 2050.00 Donation UWMAV
Novatel OEMV3G GPS 12,555.00 Donation WARG
Encoder Mounts 700.00 Donation Surface

Machining Lab
Samsung SENS Q45 1500.00 Personal Donation
Electronics 325.00 Donations
Various Hardware 800.00 800.00
LiPo Batteries 315.00 315.00
Total 24965.00 1765.00
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